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Abstract: The ideal .v0/ is known in the literature and is naturally linked to the structure Œ!! . We consider some
natural counterpart of the ideal .v0/ related in an analogous way to the structure Dense.Q/ and investigate its
combinatorial properties. By the use of the notion of ideal type we prove that under CH this ideal is isomorphic
to .v0/.
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1 Introduction
A family of sets I is called an ideal if it is closed under both subsets and finite unions of its elements. Additionally,
we assume throughout the paper, that all singletons are members of an ideal and the union of an ideal is of the
cardinality continuum. We say that two ideals I and J are isomorphic if there exists a bijection f WS I ! SJ
such that for any setX , it holdsX is a member of I if and only if its image f .X/ is a member of J . LetR  P.S I/
we say that the poset (partially ordered set) .R;/ is a MB-representation (after Marczewski, Burstin) for the ideal
I whenever for any X it holds X 2 I if and only if for any U 2 R there exists V 2 R such that V  U and V is
disjoint with X .
The ideal .v0/ is known in the literature and corresponds to the Silver forcing, compare [3]. In [4] it was
defined by a use of special families that we call segments. A segment is a family < D;E >D fX WD  X  Eg,
where D  E and E n D is infinite. The ideal .v0/ is a family of all X  P.!/ such that for any segment
< A;B > (B  !) there is a segment < C;D >< A;B > such that < C;D > \X D ;. So the family of
segments f< A;B >WB  !g is a MB-representation for this ideal, and any segment of this MB-representation
satisfies B n A 2 Œ!! thus the ideal .v0/ is naturally related to the structure Œ!! . Another natural structure of
the cardinality continuum, consisting of infinite countable sets and ordered by inclusion is the family Dense.Q/ D
fD  QWD is denseg. In [1] there were investigated similarities and differences between combinatorial properties
of structures Œ!! and Dense.Q/ and some ideals associated to them. So, one may ask for a natural counterpart of
.v0/ in relation to the structure Dense.Q/. We would like to propose such an ideal, which we denote .d0/.
In order to do this let us first consider the family D of all segments f< D;E >WE  Q and E n
D is a dense subset of Qg. By .d0/ we understand the family of all Q  P.Q/ such that any segment from D
contains a segment from D which is disjoint with Q. In other words, the poset .D;/ is a MB-representation for the
ideal .d0/. Note that if < A;B > is a member of the MB-representation for the ideal .v0/, then B n A belongs to
Œ!! , whereas if < D;E >2 D then E nD belongs to Dense.Q/. The main goal of this paper is to show that the
ideals .v0/ and .d0/ are isomorphic under CH (by CH we understand the continuum hypothesis, i.e. 2! D !1).
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2 The ideal .d0/ is a  -ideal
In this section it will be convenient to use some auxiliary notation, if Q is a finite subset of the rationals, then
< A;B >QD< A;B n .Q n A/ >, i.e. < A;B >Q is such a segment that X 2< A;B >Q if and only if
X 2< A;B > and X \Q D A \Q.
Lemma 2.1. The ideal .d0/ is a  -ideal.
Proof. Let X0;X1; : : : be increasing elements of .d0/, < A;B >2 D and fUnWn < !g be a basis of the rational
numbers. We are going to define inductively for each natural number n, rational numbers q0; q1; : : : ; qn and sets
A  A0  A1  : : :  An  Bn  : : :  B1  B0  B such that qn 2 Un\.BnnAn/,Qn D fq0; q1; : : : qng 
Bn n An, Bn n An is a dense set and < An [ x;Bn >Qn is disjoint with Xn for any x  Qn.
Take q0 2 U0 \ .B n A/, put Q0 D fq0g and choose < A00; B00 >< A;B >Q0 nX0. Next choose a segment
< C;D >2 D, < C;D >< A0
0
[ fq0g; B00 >Q0 nX0 and put A10 D C n fq0g and B10 D D. Then A10  A00 and
B1
0
 B0
0
[Q0 and B10 n A10 is dense and contains Q0 and, moreover, < A10 [ fq0g; B10 >Q0 is disjoint with X0.
Let A0 and B0 be A10 and B
1
0
respectively.
The inductive step is similar to the 0’th. Assume that sets An; Bn and points from Qn 1 have been already
defined. Take any qn 2 Un \ .Bn n An/ and enumerate all subsets of Qn D Qn 1 [ fqng into x1; x2; : : : ; xm.
Choose A1n  An and B1n  Bn[Qn such that B1n nA1n is dense, containsQn and, moreover,< A1n[x1; B1n >Qn
\Xn D ;. Now, assume thatAk 1n andBk 1n have been determined and chooseAkn  Ak 1n andBkn  Bk 1n [Qn
such that set Bkn n Akn is dense and contains Qn and < Akn [ xk ; Bkn >Qn is disjoint with Xn. Finally, putting
AnC1 D Amn and BnC1 D Bmn we are done with the induction.
Let A1 DSn An and B1 D A1[fqnWn < !g. Then the segment< A1; B1 >< A;B > and is disjoint
with each Xn. Indeed, suppose X 2< A1; B1 > \Xn. Let x D X \Qn, then X 2< An [ x;Bn >Qn which
contradicts an inductive condition.
3 The poset .D;/
To investigate the structure of the ideal .d0/ we will need the notion of Base Tree, which first appeared in paper [2].
We will present this notion in a simplified version which is sufficient to our purpose.
A Base Tree in a poset .R;/ is a family‚ D fu˛W˛ < h.R/g such that:S‚ is a tree, ordered by, of height
h.R/; each u˛ is a level of this tree and is a maximal antichain inR; each U 2S‚ has continuum many immediate
successors; for every V 2 R there is a U 2 S‚ such that U  V . Here h.R/ stands for the minimal cardinality of
a family of maximal antichains in R with no common refinement.
The following theorem is due to B. Balcar, J. Pelant and P. Simon, compare[2, 7]: An atomless poset .R;/ of
cardinality continuum has a Base Tree, whenever it has so called Tree Property (TP) i.e. it is separative,  -closed
and homogeneous in hight.
Let me recall that a poset .R;/ is separative if for any U; V 2 R such that U ª V there is some W  U
incompatible with V (i.e. there is no element of R contained in W \ V ). It is  -closed if any countable decreasing
sequence of elements of R has a lower bound in R. A poset .R;/ is homogeneous in height if h.R/ D h.R # U/
for every U 2 R, where R # U D fV 2 RWV  U g.
The family D does not have Tree Property, so in order to apply the apparatus of Base Tree to an investigation
of the ideal .d0/ we need a slightly amended MB-representation for this ideal. Instead of the family D we are going
to use the family D consisting of all sets < C;D >D fX WC  X  Dg for < C;D >2 D (here the relation
 stands for almost inclusion, i.e. C  D if and only if C nD is finite). It turns out that the family D remains a
MB-representation for .d0/ and, moreover, it has Tree Property.
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Proposition 3.1. The poset .D;/ is a MB-representation for the ideal .d0/.
Proof. Assume Q 2 .d0/ and < D;E >2 D. Then, by Lemma 2.1, Q D fX  QWX D Y for some Y 2 Qg
is a member of .d0/, too. Choose < D1; E1 >< D;E > such that < D1; E1 >2 D and < D1; E1 > \Q D ;.
It follows that < D1; E1 > \Q D ;, hence Q is a member of the ideal whose MB-representation is D. The
converse implication is straightforward.
Proposition 3.2. The poset .D;/ has Tree Property.
Proof. To see that the poset is atomless it is enough to note that any dense subset of the rational numbers can be
split into two disjoint dense subsets. We will show subsequently that D is  -closed, separative and homogeneous
in height:
(1) Let f< Dn; En >Wn 2 !g be a decreasing sequence of elements of D. Take a set X such that D1  D2 
: : :  X  : : :  E2  E1. Next, take a dense set G such that G  En n Dn for any n < !. Then
< X nG;X [G >2 D and < X nG;X [G >< Dn; En > for any n 2 !.
(2) Let < A; V >ª< B;W > be elements of D. We may assume that families < A; V > and < B;W > are
compatible, so < A; V > \ < B;W >D< A [ B; V \W >2 D. Assume V D A [D and W D B [ G,
where D and G are dense sets disjoint respectively with A and B . We have V \W n .A [ B/ D D \G; therefore
D \G is a dense set.
Moreover, B ª A or V ª W . It is easy to check that in the first case, a desired member of D is <
A;A [ .D \ G/ >< A;A [ D > and in the other case, member < A [ .V n W /; V >< A; V > is as
desired.
(3) Take any segment < A;B >2 D. Set B is dense, so by Sierpinski characterization of the rational numbers, there
exists hWB  ! Q which is a homeomorphism. Then the function H W .D #< A;B >;/  ! .D;/ defined as
H.< X; Y >/ D< hŒX; hŒY  > is an isomorphism of these orders. The function H W .D #< A;B >;/  !
.D;/, defined naturally as H.< X; Y >/ D .H.< X; Y >//, witnesses homogeneity.
Observe that we have a counterpart for a Haussdorf gap, i.e. there is a pair of sequences .fD˛W˛ < !1g; fE˛W˛ <
!1g/ of dense subsets of the rationals such that for any ˛ < ˇ < !1,D˛  Dˇ ,Eˇ  E˛ ,Eˇ nD˛ is dense and
there is no set X with D˛  X  E˛ for any ˛. Indeed, take any Hausdorf gap .fA˛W˛ < !1g; fB˛W˛ < !1g/
on the natural numbers. Let D and G be two disjoint dense sets disjoint with the natural numbers. Now, the families
fA˛ [DW˛ < !1g and fB˛ [D [GW˛ < !1g form a desired gap. This means that in .D;/ there exist maximal
(well-ordered) chains of the length !1.
4 Ideal type
The ideal .v0/ was defined originally as a family of subsets of Œ!! , however, to compare it with the ideal .d0/
it is convenient to see .v0/ as a family of subsets of the rational numbers. We mean the ideal defined by the same
definition as .v0/ but on P.Q/ instead of on P.!/. Up to isomorphism it is of course the same ideal as .v0/, but it
turns out to be different (as a family) from the ideal .d0/, because we have the following fact:
Fact 4.1. Segment < E;F >2 .d0/ if and only if F nE is not dense.
Proof. Of course we need to prove if direction only. Let U be a nonempty open set such that U \ .F nE/ D ;. Take
any segment < A;B >2 D. If ŒU \ .B nA/ nE ¤ ; and p is in this difference, then the segment < A[ fpg; B >
is disjoint with < E;F >. If U \ .B n A/  E pick out some p 2 U \ .B n A/, then the segment < A;B n fpg >
is disjoint with < E;F >, too.
The next lemma refers to the notion of ideal type. This concept has been introduced by Plewik in [6] and is based
on the idea of Base Tree. It is a triple of cardinal numbers which is associated to an ideal. It can be determined if the
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ideal is related in some way to a suitable Base Tree in the family which is a MB-representation for this ideal (the tree
cardinals are parameters of this Base Tree). What is important, it characterizes the ideal up to isomorphism, namely
we have the following theorem, Theorem 1 in [6]:
Two ideals with the same ideal type are isomorphic.
For the reader’s convenience we will bring up here the definition of ideal type and relate its notation to the
notation used in the proof of the next Lemma.
Let I be an ideal andM a family of subsets of the unionS I such that for each finite family of members ofM
their intersection does not belong to I. We consider the following two conditions:
(1) For each set X from I the differenceS I nSfU 2SMWU \X D ;g belongs to I.
(2) Any nowhere dense set in the topology generated by M belongs to I.
Now, let ;  be cardinal numbers. A family  of pairwise disjoint families of subsets which are contained in the
union
S I is called a -base tree of size  associated to I if  is a regular cardinal number,  D fv˛W˛ < g, where
v0 D fS Ig, the family M D S and I fulfills conditions .1/ and .2/, M does not meet I and if ˛ < ˇ, then the
family vˇ refines the family v˛ and each set from v˛ contains exactly  sets from vˇ .
A chain is a family linearly ordered by inclusion. An ideal I has ideal type .; ; / if it has a -base tree
 D fv˛W˛ < g of size  associated to I and the following two conditions are fulfilled:
(3) Any maximal chain contained in the union
S
 meets each family v˛ and has empty intersection.
(4- ) If ˛ < ˇ and V 2 v˛ , then the difference V nS vˇ has cardinality  .
Lemma 4.2. (Assume CH) Let a poset .R;/ have tree property and be a MB-representation for an ideal I. If for
any two incompatible members U; V 2 R it holds that U \ V 2 I, then the ideal I has the ideal type .!1; !1; !1/.
Proof. Note first that I is a  -ideal, which follows from the fact that R is  -closed. Let u D fU˛W˛ < !1g be an
antichain in .R;/. Then the set N˛ DSfU˛ \UˇWˇ < ˛g is in I for any ˛ < !1. Thus from each U 2 u we can
remove a set NU from the ideal I in such a way that sets U nNU and V nNV are disjoint for distinct U; V 2 u. Let
‚ D fu˛W˛ < !1g be a base tree for .R;/, and U 2 u˛ . Then for each ˇ < ˛ there exists a unique member of uˇ
that contains U , so EU D SfNV WV 2 S‚ and V  U g is a member of I, too. Thus the family of all sets of the
form U n EU , where U 2 S‚ has the property that any two of its members are either disjoint or one is contained
in the other. Consider  D fv˛W˛ < !1g, where v˛ D fU n EU WU 2 u˛g; it is a family that witnesses that I has
the ideal type .!1; !1; !1/.
We shall check conditions (1), (2), (3) and (4-!1) of the definition of the ideal type from above. Indeed, let
N be the family of all nowhere dense sets on S I in the topology generated by the family S . Note that S‚ is
a MB-representation for I and S is a MB-representation for N and, moreover, S is a refinement of S‚ by
which we mean that
S
 refines
S
‚ and each member of the latter family contains a member of the former family.
Moreover, each member of the family
S
 contains a member from R. These facts yield easily that N D I. Now
observe that if A is a maximal antichain in
S
 then the set
S I nSA is a member of I, which follows from the fact
that
S
 is a MB-representation for I. Additionally, if X 2 I, then the family fU 2 SWU \ X D ;g is dense in
.
S
;/, so any maximal antichain in this family is a maximal antichain, thereforeS I nSfU 2SWU \X D ;g
is a member of I, too. Hence, conditions (1) and (2) of the definition of the ideal type are fulfilled.
Let fX˛W˛ < !1g be a family of sets from I which covers S I. We may assume that in the outset we have
chosen a base tree ‚ in such a way that always
S
u˛ \ X˛ D ;, which gives that any maximal chain in .S;/
has to have empty intersection, so the condition (3) is fulfilled. To see that also (4-!1) holds, observe first that we
may take an injection sWS‚ ! S I such that always s.V / 2 V n EV for V 2 S‚. Moreover, we could have
augmented sets EU by an at most countable set fs.V /WV 2 S‚ and V  U g so as to ensure that the difference
.X n EX / n .Y n EY / contains an element from Y for any X; Y 2 S‚ and Y  X . This amendment is sufficient
to fulfill the last condition because each member of the tree .
S
‚;/ contains !1 immediate successors, which
completes the proof.
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5 Conclusions and questions
In [6] it was shown that under the hypothesis t D h the ideal of nowhere Ramsey sets .r0/ has the ideal type
.2! ; h; 2!/, moreover in [5] it was shown that under the hypothesis h D !1 the ideal .v0/ has the ideal type
.2! ; h; 2!/, too. Assuming CH and using Propositions 3.1, 3.2 and Fact 4.1 we get that premises of the previous
Lemma are fulfilled, so we obtain that under CH the ideal .d0/ has the ideal type .!1; !1; !1/. So, by the fact that
the ideal type characterizes an ideal up to isomorphism, we obtain our main result:
Theorem 5.1. (Assume CH) The ideals .d0/, .v0/ and .r0/ are isomorphic.
The space of the rational numbers in the definition of .d0/ can be substituted for any countable space with a countable
base in order to determine its ideal type to be .!1; !1; !1/ under CH. The only one point on which we needed the
rational numbers was homogeneity of D, where we applied Sierpinski characterization of Q. Nevertheless, under
CH homogeneity of .D;/ is obvious and we do not need this characterization. So we can pose questions:
Q1 For which countable spaces X does the poset .D.X/;/ (where X is taken instead ofQ in the definition of D)
have tree property?
Q2 Are the ideals .v0/ and .d0/ isomorphic under some weaker assumption than CH (possibly in ZFC)?
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